practice mAny people ReADinG about cloud computing in the trade journals will think it's a panacea for all their IT problems-it is not. In this CTO Roundtable discussion we hope to give practitioners useful advice on how to evaluate cloud computing for their organizations. Our focus will be on the sMB (smallto medium-size business) IT managers who are underfunded, overworked, and have lots of assets tied up in out-of-date hardware and software. To what extent can cloud computing solve their problems? With the help of five current thought leaders in this quickly evolving field, we offer some answers to that question. We explore some of the basic principles behind cloud computing and highlight some of the key issues and opportunities that arise when computing moves from in-house to the cloud. Our sincere thanks to all who participated in the roundtable, and to the ACM Professions Board for making this event possible.
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cReeGeR: Let's begin the discussion with a general question and then dig down into some of the deeper issues. How would you define cloud computing?
TucKeR: Cloud computing is not so much a definition of a single term as a trend in service delivery taking place today. It's the movement of application services onto the Internet and the increased use of the Internet to access a wide variety of services traditionally originating from within a company's data center.
BADRos: There are two parts to it. The first is about just getting the computation cycles outside of your walled garden and being able to avoid building data centers on your premises.
But there's a second aspect that is equally important. It is about the data being in the cloud and about the people living their lives up there in a way that facilitates both easy information exchange and easy data analysis.
The great search tools available today are a direct result of easy access to data because the Web is already in the cloud. As more and more user data is stored in the cloud, there is a huge opportunity that transcends just computation being off-premises because there is a relatively high-bandwidth connection to all those bits.
TucKeR: Tim O'Reilly's definition of Web 2.0 was that the value of data significantly increases when a larger community of people contributes. Greg [Badros]'s characterization complements that nicely.
VoGeLs: It's not just data. I also believe that clouds are a platform for general computation and/or services. While telcos are moving their platforms into clouds for cost-effectiveness, they also see opportunities to become a public garden platform. In this scenario, people can run services that either extend the telco's services or operate independently. If, for example, you want to build an application that has clickto-call or a new set of algorithms such as noise detection in conference calls, then you can run those services connecting to the telco's platform. The key is having execution access to a common platform.
Because we have a shared platform, we can do lots of new things with data, but I believe we can do new things with services as well.
TucKeR: I see it as three layers: SaaS (software-as-a-service), which delivers applications such as Google Apps and Salesforce.com; PaaS (platform-as-aservice), which provides foundational elements for developing new applications; and IaaS (infrastructure-as-aservice), which is what Amazon has led with, showing that infrastructure can also be accessed through the cloud. I believe it is in this infrastructure layer-in which we've virtualized the base components of compute and storage, delivering them over the Internetwhere we have seen the fundamental breakthrough over the past two years.
VoGeLs: Understanding cloud computing requires a look at its precursors, such as SaaS before it became this platform-like environment; SOA (serviceoriented architecture); virtualization (not just CPU virtualization but virtualization in general); and massively scalable distributed computing.
These were technologies that we needed to understand fully before cloud computing became viable. We needed to be able to provide these services at scale, in a reliable manner, in a way that only academics thought about 10 years ago. Building on this foundation, we BADRos: While I agree that the emergence of the massive scale of these companies plays a critical part, I also think that the development of client-side technology such as HTML, CSS, AJAX, and broadband connectivity is very important.
cReeGeR: What about virtualization? It provides an encapsulation of application and operating system in a nice, neat, clean ABI (application binary interface). You could take this object and put it on your own premises-based hardware or execute it on whatever platform you choose. Virtualization makes execution platforms generic by not requiring the integration of all those horrible loose ends between the application and the operating system every time you want to move to a new machine. All that is required for a virtualized application/operating-system pair to execute on a new platform is for that platform to support the VM (virtual machine) runtime. VoGeLs: CapEx forces you to make massive investments. In the past, you had some measure of control over your customers; these days your customers have control over you. They know what to choose and have perfect informasoftware and hardware in place and get their operational process down, it's pretty straightforward and they can amortize the capital expenditure over a very long time period.
TucKeR: Every three years they've got to upgrade the software and the hardware.
RAmLeTh: We spent $5 million last year on an upgrade that did nothing for our business processes or end users. The software vendors told us that if we did not upgrade, they would stop supporting us.
oLsen: I always wondered why we think software is so different from anything else. If a restaurant was growing its own food, slaughtering its own animals, generating its own power, collecting rainwater, and processing its own sewage, we would all think they were idiots for not using ready-made services. For a long time people built their own stack from the ground up, or ran their own servers because they could. Viewing the state of our industry, any student of economics will tell you that you have to start layering.
VoGeLs: There are restaurants that do not buy their own herbs; they grow them on-site. They would argue that it contributes to the quality of the end product. They will never generate their own electricity, however, because that will not produce better food.
oLsen: Realistically, however, software is really extreme in terms of how many people are doing undifferentiated tasks, on their own, at all kinds of levels. Look at the auto industry: there are many tiers of subcontractors, each providing specialized services and products. We just haven't evolved to that same level of efficiency.
RAmLeTh: We have dramatically reduced our data-center capital expenditures as a direct result of virtualization, allowing us to reuse our capital many more times than we ever could before. Before we started our effort, the average server utilization in our global server park was 2.3%. Going to virtualization has increased it to between 60% and 80%.
When we started, the core side of our central data centers, not including peripheral things, ran 35,000 square feet. Today, the equivalent of those 35,000 square feet is now operating in less than 1,000 square feet. We are utilizing tion. So if you build products today as an enterprise, but also as a young business, you have no idea whether you're going to be successful or not. The less investment you have to make upfront, the better.
oLsen: What inspired me about the cloud was that I could start a company and not buy any servers, phones, or software licenses. We were dedicated to using cloud services from day one. We started our company relying solely on services for email and the Internet and went from there to putting our source control on as a service. I wrote an article titled "Going Bedouin" where I expressed these views in more detail (http://webworkerdaily. com/2006/09/04/going-bedouin/).
BADRos: Clouds are clearly a huge win to get started with a business or product offering. At Google, we see internal people using the GAE (Google App Engine; http://code.google.com/appengine/) as a means of deploying something very quickly before they worry about scaling it on our base infrastructure. People do this because it is so much faster to get going, even inside Google where you have lots of infrastructure available.
Today's developer has a decision to make: after I am a success, am I going to switch off of this initial platform? That's the trade-off. Once it's obvious that something like an Amazon S3 is able to outperform the best that the vast majority of companies can ever deploy, then it's obvious you should just work entirely within the cloud. In this way you never have to suffer the replacement CapEx for the initial infrastructure.
VoGeLs: For many customers, using our cloud products requires new expertise. You are no longer looking for a typical system administrator. If you have a large company, you're looking for someone with the specific expertise to support 50,000 internal customers. Using the cloud, you no longer have to deal with things at the physical level. You no longer need to have people running around the data center replacing disks all day.
RAmLeTh: You can get your smartest guys to work on what matters most rather than having them work on mundane stuff. That's a huge benefit.
cReeGeR: What about the people who need to run a flat-load, basic accounts receivable package? Once they get their practice its service with just a credit card. Enterprise customers are looking at their internal customers the same way. If the marketing department wants to run a new kind of application, traditionally you had to get the IT department to agree to help you build and deploy that application. Now IT departments are able to say, "You've got your own developers over in your area. If they want to develop and run this, fine, go ahead. Here are the policies for infrastructure services."
BADRos: One of the key benefits is that not only is it easier to get going at start up, but also there is no discontinuity as things grow. It's never the case that you are debating internally whether you should buy that extra server, invest in a more sophisticated infrastructure, or be able to scale to that second machine.
TucKeR: We need to be a little careful. Not all applications scale easily. While there is a whole class of applications that have very easy scaling characteristics, others do not. Databases are part of this class unless you are using something that has been set up to scale, such as Amazon's SimpleDB (http://aws.amazon.com/simpledb/). If you're running your own database, unless it has been designed to be scalable, don't count on it happening.
cReeGeR: How does that poor person sitting at a small-to mid-cap company make a decision to invest in clouds? What is he going to do next quarter or next year when the CEO comes in and says, "I read this thing in the Wall Street Journal stating that all the smart companies are going to cloud computing." How is this guy going to respond? oLsen: First, adopt a philosophy of buy first, build second-even at the basic level of "I'm going to start a company, I need IT services." Do I look to hire engineers and buy equipment or do I assume that there's some outside service that might meet my needs? To me that's half of it. I'm going to assume that services meeting my needs are already available or are going to evolve over time. I take a philosophy that says, "I'm all about my core business. I buy only infrastructure that directly supports my unique contributions to the marketplace."
RAmLeTh: I agree with you, if you are rational. However, you're dealing with humans, and they are often not ratioour hardware in very different ways than we could ever do before. The lesson we learned is that a very big part of building these public and private clouds is to be sure that you can get utilization factors significantly better than traditional company operations.
VoGeLs: If you run your services inside the company, privately, utilization becomes an issue. It amortizes your costs over a number of cycles. If you run services outside, on a public service, it is no longer an issue for you.
RAmLeTh: We are operating hundreds of servers that are processing data for projects that no longer exist and are no longer generating revenue. We do this because there may be a time and place where we would need this information, such as in a warranty situation.
Amazon taught us that we can move these programs from our data center to EC2, get them operational, capture that image, and then shut it down. At this point we have incurred very minimal costs. When conditions arise that require the execution of one of those programs, we can do it. By using Amazon EC2, we can transform what used to be a fixed cost of allocating a dedicated in-house server-regardless of whether we need the information-to a variable cost that is incurred only when the business case requires it.
The cost savings of using Amazon is quite compelling. A basic server, operating internally, that sits and does nothing costs us about $800 to a $1,000 per month to run. We can go to Amazon and get charged only for what we use, at a rate of 10 cents to 15 cents an hour.
TucKeR: This is the promise of utility computing. Users will be able to move their applications and their platforms off-site, and they will have more choices. There will be many different kinds of cloud service providers and, ultimately, opportunities for arbitrage. We are moving to a scenario where it will not matter where things execute, and where choosing an execution platform will be based on a number of different characteristics such as cost, security, performance, reliability, and brand awareness.
The great thing is that self-service has now moved into the provisioning of virtualized compute, storage, and networking resources. Without even talking to anybody at Amazon, you can use nal. When a CEO goes down to his IT manager's office and asks, "How are we utilizing cloud computing?", the first thing that manager asks is, "What will this mean to me?" The biggest obstacle to change at our company was our own IT guys trying to protect their jobs. The change we have done at Bechtel has been 20% technology and 80% managing the change.
I believe an important part of your value proposition should be to explain to both the decision maker as well as the user how this tool enhances their professional futures. If it does not, those folks are going to be your obstacles.
TucKeR: There are certainly different approaches for different businesses at different points in their life cycles. A start-up has a certain set of needs. I completely agree with Greg [Olsen] to look for all the services that you can purchase before you think of building it yourself.
Animoto is a new company that makes movies out of photographs synced with music. It started with 50 instances running on Amazon. They launched it on Facebook and had very high success. In a matter of three days they went to 3,500 instances.
Can you imagine going to your IT department and saying, "We're running on 50 servers today, and in two to three days we want to go to 3,500 servers"? It just would not have been possible. cReeGeR: So, for the zero-to a million-miles-an-hour overnight business plan that is stalled because of up-front CapEx costs, cloud computing is going to be your answer.
What other types of criteria can we give to people to evaluate how effective their internal IT infrastructure is in supporting business goals?
VoGeLs: There are many first steps that corporations take into this world. Engineers can start by experimenting with these services, using them for small projects and comparing cost savings. I find that many of the first steps that enterprises take are just something small, easy, simple, and cost effective.
The New York Times scanned images covering a 60-year period in history and wanted to place them online. These guys moved four terabytes into S3, ran all the stuff on a Sunday, spent $25, and got the product done.
BADRos: Replacing existing organi-zation structure or IT functionality is harder in larger companies. Often you have a better chance of success if you introduce something that provides new value, perhaps by enabling a new type of collaboration, rather than replacing or modifying existing functionality. In this way you can avoid the risk of encountering resistance resulting from complexity or politics. In today's tougher economic times, you may also want to make your proposal more compelling by showing that operational TCO (total cost of ownership) can be significantly lowered when using a cloud. oLsen: The assumption that it's central IT making decisions about other technologies is wrong. Cloud computing has become successful not because a whole bunch of central IT groups proclaimed that cloud computing is good. Cloud computing has become popular from grassroots acceptance, from IT decisions made by small businesses, new providers, or at the departmental level. Cloud computing is coming into IT only at the end of this. My company does not sell to CIOs. We don't even try.
cReeGeR: That's fine, but there are CIOs who will have to provide plans after their CEOs read that one can realize massive savings with cloud computing.
BouRne: So who should pay attention to cloud computing?
oLsen: I'm either a consumer of information technology needs: I need applications, I need storage; or I'm a producer: I'm somebody who's going to provide a service. Both of those audiences need to know what they can build from and how they can sell what they have. To me, it's not primarily about central IT. Central IT is an important constituent, but all these little system integrators, consultants, little ISVs, VARs-these are the folks who actually deploy computation on a broad scale to businesses and people. Any person who is in that space, either as a producer or a consumer of IT, needs to understand how to use cloud services.
BADRos: To me, the value proposition of cloud computing is so broad that the beauty of it is you can sell to almost anybody in the organization. Different aspects of the solution appeal to different sets of folks. Depending on whom I'm talking to, the story is different in order to let them see how it's going to be better for them.
The individual who has been using consumer email and Google Calendar is excited about having the home experience at work and about the rich search capabilities and collaboration of Calendar. We see people using docs and spreadsheets to manage their wedding on the docs collaboration suite. Then when they are doing a similar type of project at work, they don't understand why they are stuck in early 1990s-style thinking with a set of applications that don't talk to one another. For that person, the collaboration story is the value proposition.
If an enlightened CIO comes to us and is wondering how this thing helps his organization, then cost of ownership, ease of scaling, and simplicity of starting new geographically distributed offices are really rich selling points.
To the CEO, it may be the fact that the IT department doesn't need to be as large as it is. The CEO is often scratching his head asking why he is spending 20% of his people budget just so the rest of his people can get their email. So, it really depends on the audience to understand what the best value proposition is. The beauty of cloud computing is there is a story for everyone-it's that compelling.
cReeGeR: Does cloud computing enable new types of functionality that were not feasible under more traditional IT architectures?
VoGeLs: In the past, I always thought that you could not build data warehouses out of general components. It's highly specialized, and I thought being really fine-grained precluded you from doing scatter-gather of lots of data operations. I think MapReduce (http:// labs.google.com/papers/mapreduceosdi04.pdf) has shown us that brute force works, and while it's not the most efficient approach, it allows you to get the job done in a very simple way.
A number of small companies now provide data warehousing as a service. The data movement is a little more inefficient than it used to be, but they're getting access to much smarter, much easier-to-use computational components.
It turns out that we have many customers who do not need a data warehouse 24-hours-a-day. They need it two hours a week. In the worst case, they're willing to spend a bit more on computational resources just to get these two The beauty of what we're talking about is that it's so easy to try. You don't need a big budget or approvals to get started. The fact that you can do this so simply enables innovation that would be unavailable if you needed to purchase a big piece of hardware ahead of time.
TucKeR: As services move into the Internet, they become easier and more cost effective. This also means a shift in power in IT away from those who control capital resources to the users and developers who use self-service to provision their own applications. When FedEx went online, people were taken out of the support loop and customers could find their package status information themselves whenever it was needed. You can now apply the same principle to the provisioning of computing resources. A developer can have a server provisioned to run an application without having to contact a human. That cuts the most costly aspect of computing out of the equation.
oLsen: Cloud computing presents a compelling opportunity for consumers of information technology and producers of information services. Application builders should take advantage of existing functionality they can buy as opposed to the past practice of building their own and focus their resources on the unique capability they alone can deliver. Consumers of information technology have got to rethink where they look for functionality. If they don't adapt their service delivery models, then they will quickly become obsolete.
cReeGeR: Reducing cost and enabling overall agility are what I believe you all are trying to say. Cloud computing has the potential for removing business friction to make more services possible and to do so much more easily, with less risk and capital outlay. I think that is as good a summary as any for something as transformative as cloud computing. Thank you all very much for your time, talent, and wisdom.
